Reading, writing, arithmetic and technology

- Reduce operating costs by consolidating infrastructures
- Improve building efficiency by implementing building operations and facility optimization strategies
- More effectively manage business and instructional systems through the implementation and integration of enterprise business platforms
- Increase the physical and electronic safety and security of all the stakeholders through safe learning environments

Providing high-performance learning environments.

Johnson Controls® Technology Contracting™ brings technology into the classroom to positively impact how we are preparing today’s students for tomorrow’s challenges. With Technology Contracting, we focus on all aspects of your technology needs. We’ll work with you to design and implement the optimum technology solution for all of your building communications and business systems, while connecting teachers, students and staff with the information they need to be successful, no matter where they are. And, we’ll deliver these technology solutions to your district with minimal disruptions to your annual budget while maximizing future returns on your investment.

A Johnson Controls IT solution allows us to integrate the various technologies of an IP Converged Smart Classroom, including video and multimedia on-demand, distance learning, integrated classroom LCD projection, IP communication, interactive classroom response, digital text books and courseware/online testing.
Facility optimization.
From systems management to efficient hardware, green PCs and recycling programs, Johnson Controls makes sure that districts are reaching their full optimization across all functional and departmental areas in all schools. Johnson Controls offers optimization tools that help our customers capitalize on energy savings in their daily operations. Our Sustainability Manager Solution provides real-time energy data that allows your team to improve the efficiency of your facilities, typically reducing energy and maintenance costs by 10 to 15 percent.

Safe learning environment.
Providing safe and secure computing is a key concern for schools. From convergence of voice, video and data onto one IT infrastructure, to integrating complex and dissimilar systems like facilities, instructional, and IT network systems, we have a team of experts to address your needs from design to implementation to ongoing support in each of the following key IT security areas:

- Internet Firewall
- Wireless Encryption
- Intrusion Detection
- Secure Remote Access (VPN)
- Anti-Virus
- Internet Content Filtering/Monitoring
- Data Integrity and Privacy
- Compliance Management

In addition to IT security, Johnson Controls has the resources and expertise to help you in other increasingly complex areas of security solutions. These include emergency evacuation and response, occupant accountability, visitor management, access control, video surveillance and remote monitoring of buildings and grounds.

Enterprise business solutions.
School districts rely heavily on software to operate efficiently and manage assets ranging from computers to microscopes. Standardized Enterprise Business Solutions affect many departments and provide benefits like cost savings and improved operations. Typical examples of Enterprise Business Solutions that can be included in a Technology Contracting solution are:

- Asset Management (IT systems and Non-IT systems)
- School Administration Software
- IP Converged Communication and Phones
- Unified Messaging
- Work Order Management

Success from a single source.
Successful delivery depends on solid project management. Johnson Controls has proven and documented project management and quality assurance standards, paired with an established reputation for managing complex projects, on time and on budget. Our project management expertise makes it possible to leverage national and local partners to deliver world class IT systems from a single source enterprise technology contractor.

Engage Johnson Controls for solid technology solutions.
We’re ready to help you achieve a safer, more efficient learning-centered platform by bringing your technologies together in a converged environment. The best time to talk to us about network integration is at the beginning of the planning phase of your project. We understand that your number one goal is to improve academic excellence within your district. Our number one goal is to support your goal with a technology platform that meets your needs today and tomorrow.

Please visit us at www.johnsoncontrols.com/k12